Industry Newswire

Industry News - Top Stories: ...

ADLINK Technology Debuts 6U CompactPCI(r) Processor Blade with Intel(r) Core(tm) i7 and QM57 Chipset
3 WEEKS AGO

Freescale unveils 64-bit QorIQ platform and extends high performance product portfolio for multicore processors
LAST MONTH

Freescale extends QorIQ family with quad-core P3 platform optimized for low power
LAST MONTH

Wind River Adds Support for Microsoft Windows XP to Its Embedded Virtualization Offering
LAST MONTH

Kontron CompactPCI(r) processor board CP6002 brings latest Intel(r) Core(tm) i7 performance to 6U systems
2 MONTHS AGO

Mercury Computer Systems Enables Scalable, Cost-Effective Solutions with New MicroTCA Platform
2 MONTHS AGO

Other recent Industry News headlines...

Technology Partnerships: ...

BTC Named Distributor for Spectrum Advanced Specialty Products High Reliability Filtered and Specialty Connectors
1 WEEK AGO

Advantech and ACP Partnership Continues to Strengthen
2 WEEKS AGO

Advantech Selects Cavium OCTEON(r) II for Packetarium(tm) Line Expansion with Two New Platforms
2 WEEKS AGO

Telairity Selects Magma's FineSim SPICE to Accelerate Circuit Simulation of Video Compression ICs
2 WEEKS AGO

Chelsio Communications, Inc. Joins Power.org -- Brings Expertise in Network Convergence Over 10Gb Ethernet to the Power Architecture(r) Eco-system
2 WEEKS AGO

Peace-Keeping Docs Create a Complete Medical Picture in Egypt
4 WEEKS AGO

Other recent Technology Partnerships headlines...

Contracts: ...

LDRA Selects ITEC as Distributor for Israel
YESTERDAY

Lockheed Martin Offers Persistent Wireless Broadband Communications Network for the Battlefield With MONAX(TM) System
3 DAYS AGO

Mercury Computer Systems to Deliver High Speed Data Storage Subsystem to Raytheon for AN/TPY-2 Missile Defense Program
4 DAYS AGO

FiberLight Turns Up Client Network in a Day
5 DAYS AGO

Lockheed Martin Receives $71M Production Contract From General Dynamics for Warfighter Information Network - Tactical (WIN-T)
1 WEEK AGO
SPARK Pro Adopted by secunet
2 WEEKS AGO

Other recent Contracts headlines...

New Products: ...

IP Addressable, Remote Power Reboot Switch Provides Total AC Power Control to 8 Devices via Web
3 DAYS AGO

Ultra Electronics DNE Technologies Announces General Availability of New Quality of Service (QoS) Solutions for Tactical Defense Networks
3 DAYS AGO

New eXtremeDB Data Relay Fosters Flexible, Fine-Grained Data-Sharing Between Real-Time Systems and Enterprise Databases
3 DAYS AGO

Portwell Launches CAR-4003 1U Network Communications Appliance based on the Quad-core Intel Xeon Processor 3400 Series
3 DAYS AGO

Rugged Tablet PC G0710S' Application in Transportation
4 DAYS AGO

Crystek Maximizes Performance and Efficiency in New 6900 MHz Coaxial Resonator Oscillator (CRO)
4 DAYS AGO

Other recent New Products headlines...